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       Participation to other cultural fleshes in the dark age of excarnation Hong Kong 2021 Jean-Claude Gens ll'ctrk in progre,\s Abstract: Merleau-Ponty's notion of flesh of the world challenges the dominant Occidental belief that there is an ontological difference between human beings and non-human beings, between beings that are alive and matter. In other words, it challenges a gnostic view of the world, a contempt for our body and for the earth, i.e. the excarnation which characterizes Occidental or Occidentalized mankind. The challenge is greater if we think of interculturality on the level of the sensitive dimension of our existence, i.e. as implying a graft of other cultural fleshes, because it means to overcome the excarnation. Granted that this excarnation can be overcome, this paper suggests that grafting a new cultural flesh should be thought of as parlicipation and in the frame of an anthropocosmism. The question finally raised by the paper is: is it possible or even necessary to understand the cultural flesh from the point of view of self-cultivation? t Nothing more than Blaise Pascal's word: "The eternal silence of these infime ryrc fru,rsr::-r me" reveals how strange the Occidental mankind has become to its natural emrE(wm, llrrt -.1 the flesh as the pre-objective dimension which constitutes the ground of any pcxsfrlceü4aru'o-r- The question raised by Kwok-ying Lau's Pltenomenology and Intercultural L'radErsenrürus §; is not the flesh always colored by a culture, so that we should speak of "cultural flcs&* TE idea that the "cultivation of cultural flesh is the condition of possibility of interm,imrei understanding" (Lau, 190) is indeed a coherent and stimulating extension of Merleau-Poq-s philosophy; if our being-in-the-world is fundamentally embodied, if the flesh is the propermrm of our worldly existence, then each culture has developed a possibility of being as flesh and- reversely, the flesh of the world finds its concrete expression in various cultures. But this idea of cultural flesh represents at the same time a real challenge nowadays because our civilization seems to become more and more fleshless. This paper will 1. stress the difficulty to cultivate a new cultural flesh at a time of decrease of the incarnated dimension of human existence, and2. propose to think of the necessity to share other cultural fleshes than the one in which we grew up in terms of participation and in the frame of an anthropocosmism, 3. consider the graft of other new cultural fleshes from the point of view of self-cultivation. . I 1) In Et,erywhere and now'here, Merleau-Ponty stresses the fact that each culture has developed only some potentialities of the hurnan condition, the singularity of each culture being an expression of a unique humanity diversely reflected in the cultures which come into existence through history. It means also that the encounter of other cultures, i.e. of other ways of thinking and feeling, of living, gives the possibility to discover undeveloped. aspects of our own humanity, and it is fbr example also from this point of view that Jean-Frangois Billeter reads Zhuangzi. "A new cultural flesh enables us to feel the hearlbeat of people of other cultures" (Lau, 190), but also our own heaft, because intercultural understanding means in this context understanding of oneself, a self that is wider than the one which has the opportunity to grow in a specific culture. And as embodied subjectivities the graftingl of a new cultural flesh allows us to live in a wider sensible world. The problem lies nowadays in the fact that we are less and less attuned to our embodiment. I Lau, 189, 190 (2 x), 194,195,196. 2 2) It is easy to acknowledge the decrease of the incarnated dimension of human existence in a society which is more and more digitalized. Confronted to the coronavirus pandemic, i.e. the necessity to restrain our daily social relations, more and more people see the limits of such a society, even if many still "believe that online social networks serve as an adequate rnedium for parlicipating in all affairs of communal life", notes Joel Oesch, Associate Prof-essor of Theology at Concordia University Irvine. To describe our societ.v Joel Oelsch borrows Charles Taylor's expression of excarnatior 2. This expression originally means the technique used in some cultures to separate the bones from the f-lesh in a colpse, for example in order to preserve the bones as religious relics. Charles Taylor speaks of excamation as a process that began many centuries ago in the West, a process to which belong a) in the frame of the Carlesian ontological dualism the reduction of the living body to matter that is investigated by physics, b) the empiricist reduction of t-eeling to atomic impressions, and later on c) the age of discipline in order to make the bodies economically more productive - an age described by Michel Foucault in Disciplirt & PLrnish. The Birth of the Prison. Belongs to this excarnation the fear of microbes and the obsession of hygiene at least since the 18th century, and more generally an asepticised, sterilized existence which finds also an expression for example in the use of deodorants on our bodies, in our houses... The gnostic negation of our earthly existence - Nietzsche said the negation ofour body and ofthe earth - finds nowadays a theoretical expression in the researches developed in the frame of the so called "transhumanism". There are for sure exceptions like Nietzsche or Thoreau, who writes: « Every man is the builder of a temple, called his body, to the god he rvorships, after a style purely his own, nor can he get off by hammering marble instead. We are all sculptors and painters, and our material is our own flesh and blood and bones. Any nobleness begins to refine a man's features, any meanness or sensualitS, to imbrute , ..1 them '. In his paper "Embodied Living in the Age of Excarnation", Joel Oesch asserts: I Roman Catholic philosopher. Charles Taylor: Excarnation is "the steady disernbodying of spiritual life, so that it is less and less carried in deeply meaningful bodily forms, and lies more and more in the head." Charles Taylor, I Secular Age (Cambridge, MA: Han'ard, 2001), 11 1. 3 Walden, in The Portahle Thoreatt. Nerv York, Viking, 1969, p. ,168. cited b,v Shusterman, "sor.naesthetics: A Disciplinary Proposal", in The Jountal of Aesthetic.s and Art Criticism, vol. 57, no3, Surnmer 1999, p. 310. « Tout homme bätit un temple. appeld son colps. pour le dieu qu'il vönöre. dans son propre style, et il ne peut s'en ddcharger en mafielant du marbre. Nous sommes tous des sculpteurs et des peintres, et notre matdriau est notre chair, notre sang et nos os. La noblesse commence tout de suite ä raffiner les traits hurnains, que la bassesse et la sensualitd ramönent ä ta bestialitd >>, Ilalden ou la t'ie dans les bois,I, « Economie ». trad. de G. Landrd-Augier, Paris. Aubier-Montaigne. 1967, p. 385. 3 "The Age of Excamation is upon us. It is an age in which we choose data over people, screen over skin-and-bones, and connectivity over community. [...] Even sexuality is no longer assumed to be an embodied experience. In fact, the term "digisexual" has emerged as a description of those whose only sexual experiences come mediated by digital or virtual environments"4. If we agree that intercultural understanding implies to welcome the cooking, the music, etcetera, of another culture in order to graft a new cultural flesh, it implies to have an own flesh. But this condition is precisely problematic in the age of excamation. It means that we, at least the Westerners, have to cultivate our sensitivity and our incarnated experience of ourselves, of the world and of others. The invention and the practice of the so called 'sports' in Occident are only expressions of the disciplines described by Foucault; in other words, to seek an increase of measurable performances of our body has nothing to do with the development of an aesthetic experience of the world, an experience of our senses as able to feel, which is more than to have 'impressions' like red. cold, sweet... as the empiricists say. 3) To understand Kwok-ying Lau's thesis, we have to discover the reality of our body which is also and from the beginning an emotional body. a body inhabited by desires, drives. a "lived- embodiment" or an "l-body" to use Husserlian expressions. or a body as subjectivity like Merleau-Ponty writes. Our flesh has to be thought of as a global and emotional subjectivity which feels, perceives... I this sense, perception is from the beginning perception of this global body and not perception of an isolated sense like the sense of vision, the sense of smell... It is a synaesthesic perception. Synaesthetic perception is often thought of as poetic or even pathologic; an example of the poetic dimension of such a perception can be found in Baudelaire's poem "Correspondences": "Like prolonged echoes mingling in the distance In a deep and tenebrous unity, Vast as the dark of night and as the light of day, Perfumes" sounds, and colors correspond".5 The way Baudelaire talks about those correspondences does not seem to fit our common experience and we could be tempted to think of these synesthesia as pathologic or at least as a secondary phenomenon, if we agree with the classical empiricist theory that our sensations are originally atornistic impressions. But this classical theory which is also the ground of the Critic a https://www.cuw.edu/acadernics/schools/arts-and-sciences/-assets/theological-jourr-ral/201 8 v6i 1 -Fall/Article- Oesch.pdf 5 https ://lyricstranslate.com 4 of Pnre Reason expresses our estrangement from experience. As David Abram puts it: ''the intertwining of sensory modalities seems unusual to us only to the extent that we have become estranged from our direct experience"6. In other words, the empiricist theory remains far from our real experience and in the essay "A World of Pure Experience" (1904) Williarn James rejected what he called "the general pulverization of all Experience by association and the mind- dust theory"7. The same invitation to come back to our experience characterizes Erwin Straus' essay The Primary World of Senses: A vindication of sensory experience (1936), which inspired Merleau-Ponty. Merleau-Po nty' s P h eno m en o I o gy of P e rc ep t ion cl aims : "synaesthetic perception is the rule, and \\e are urlaware of it only because scientific knowledge shifts the center of gravity of experience, so that we have unlearned how to see, hear, and generally speaking, feel in order to deduce, from our bodily organization and the world as the physicisl conceives it, what we are to see, hear and feel"8. Inspired by Merleau-Ponty, David Abram writes in the same sense: "Although contemporary neuroscientists study "synaesthesia" - the overlap and blending of the senses - as though they were a rare and pathological experience to which only certain persons are prone (those who report "seeing sounds", hearing colors", and the like), our primordial, preconceptual experience, as Merleau-Ponty makes evident, is inherently synaestheti c"e. Our prior synaesthetic perception is not something that belongs only to an unreachable past, the past of ourpreconceptual life, or even "prehuman" Iife as can be showed by David Abram's example: "When, for instance, I perceive the wind surging through the branches of an aspen tree, I am unable, at first, to distinguish the sight of those trembling leaves from their delicate whispering. My muscles, too, feel the torsion of those branches bend, ever so lightly, in the surge, and this imbues the encounter with a certain tactile tension. The encounter is influenced, as well, by the fresh smell of the autumn wind, and even by the taste of an apple that still lingers on my tongue"10. Merleau-Ponty refers to Herder as a predecessor: the "rich notion of sense experience is still to 6 David Abrams, The Spell of the Sensuous, New York, Vintage Books, 1997, p. 60. 7 William James, "A World of Pure Experience" (1904) 5eme §, in Essays in Raclical Empiricism (1904-1911) httti&§yqhc lessi c§.yerku c a,' J am r. i e rl er enc e. h trn i 8 Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception,trans. Coiin Smith, London, Routledge & Kegan paü, 1962,229 'p. 60, see also 227. r0 David Abrams, The Spell of the Sensuous,60. 5 be found in Rornantic usage" for example in Herder. t...1 (p. 60) Sense experience is that vital communication with the world which makes it present as a familiar setting of our 1ife. It is to it that the perceived object and the perceiving subject owe their thickness. (61) t...].As Cassirer puts it, by mutilating perception fiom above, ernpiricism mutilated it from below too: the 11 impression is as devoid of instinctive and affective meaning as of ideal significance". Merleau-Ponty's reference to Herder is especially relevant as this philosopher thinks of all the natural phenomena in terms of resonance, echo and sympathy, and The Treatise on the Origin of Language (1772) invites to acknowledge this resonance beyond the pure physical level: "From every sounding being echoed its name"12. Herder claims tlrat feelirrg is man's profound nature, that "FeelingGefiihl) forms the basis of all the senses"r3, and that for all the sentient beings this t'eeling implies all the senses at the same timela:. Moreover. "we see, we feel, but seen, felt nature resounds ! It becomes a teacher of language through sounds ! We become, so to speak, hearing through all our sensesl" What Herder writes about our primitive relation to natural beings and nature is also true from our potential relations to other cultures. Each culture has a global flavor, a musical tonality, a parlicular color, which traces the outline of a specific home, i.e. an idiosyncratic way of being-in-the-world. And it is on this background that we can see the body not as a res extensa without any ability to feel, but as a global emotional body, a flesh, which cannot exist independently from its (Jmtvelt, which existence is from the beginning intertwined with what it perceives, i.e. with the world. The sensitiveness described by Herder is at the same time below and beyond the theoretical relation between a subject and an object, and it should be thought of as participation. II I) Better perhaps than those of "prosthesis" (Lau. 229) or of grafting, transplantation (Lau. 1 9l ), or at least as a complement, the notion of participation allows us to understand what is cultural understanding for embodied subjectivities. This notion of participation has been used to translate the Platonic concept of metexis, which means that any being exists as it participates to the world of Ideas, a conception which is difficult to understand for a binary way of thinking, because any kind of participation means at the same time to take a part in something and to be 1r trans. Colin Smith, p. 61 s. 12 « De chaque ötre sonore s'entendait rdsonner le nom >» (von jedem tönenden Wesen klang sein l{ame) (trad. fr e2). 13 Herder, Reclam, 54,trad. fr. p. 99. 14 Herder, trad. Aubier, 100. An English translation can be found at: https://w'wu,.rnarxists.org/arcliivelherder/1772lorigins-ianguage.htm 6 different; this notion of participation forbids in this sense any interpretation of Plato's philosophy in terms of dualism. But the notion of participation plays also a central role in contemporary philosophies: in the first part of Gadamer's Truth and Method about the phenomenon of game, and earlier during the thirties of last century in the thoughts of three philosophers who inspired Merleau-Ponty: Erwin Strausl-t, Eugene Minkowski and Gabriel Marcel. Merleau-Ponty suggests in Eye and Mind that our being-in-the-world can be thought of as participation: "my participation in a Being without restriction, first and foremost a parlicipation in the being of space beyond every particular point of view"r6. But the use of this notion of participation is more common in The Visible and the Int:isible where Merleau-Ponty speaks of "carnal participation"lT and of the embodied I as using "its own being as a means to participate in theirs [the being of the visibles], because each of the two beings is an archetype for the other, because the body belongs to the order of the things as the world is universal flesh"l8. If "prosthesis" stresses the difficulty to appropriate the strangeness of the sounds, smells, tastes, etcetera, of what can be felt in other cultures, this strangeness does not contradict the fact that like the I who belongs to the "family" of the visibles (VI" trans. 137), the different cultures belong to the big family of humanity. This statement has been emphasized by David Abram who writes about the participatory nature ooby of perception: asserting that perception. phenomenologically considered, is inherently parlicipatory, we mean that perception always involves, as its most ultimate level, the experience of an active interplay, or coupling, between the perceiving body and that which it perceives"le. Abram connects the parlicipation of all the senses to the perception of our global body, i.e. synesthesia, and the participation of our perceiving body to what it perceives: "'As soon as I attempt to distinguish the share of any one sense from that of the others, I inevitably sever the full parlicipation of my sensing body with the sensuous terrain"2o, and in the same SCNSE rs Erwin Straus, The Primctry World of Senses; A t,intlicution of .sensory^ experience, trans. J. Needleman, Free Press ofGlencoe, 1963. r6 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Eye and Mind, trans. by Carleton Dallery in Tlte Printaqt of Perceprion, ed. by James Edie, Evanston: Norlhwestern University Press. 1964, 159-190; revised trans. Michael Smith in The Merleau- Pont,v Aesthetics Reader ( I 993). l2l -149) third chapter lL'Gil et I 'espr it, Paris: Gallirnard, 1 961 , p. 461. (p. 9 pdfl ti The Visible and the Int,isible, trans. 208. 18 The Visihle and the Int,isible,trans. 137 (« s'il Ie corps] les fles visibles] touche et les voit, c'est seulement que, dtant de leur famille ["Being of their family"], r,isible et tangible lui-mönie. il use de son ötre colnrle d'un moyen pour participer au leur, que chacun des deux ötres est pour I'autre archdtl,pe, que le corps appartient ä l'ordre des choses comme 1e monde est chair universelle » (VI, 181 sq.)). 1e David Abram, The Spell of the Sensuous, p. 57-59: "Perception as Parlicipation", p. 57. r0 David Abram, The Spelt of the Sensuou,s, p. 60. 7 "the intefiwining of my body u,ith the things it perceives is effected only through the interweaving of my senses. and vice versa"2l. Granted we acknowledge the fact that our being is relational on the social or cultural level as on the natural level of our existence as creatures, i.e. that any being is the sum of its relations, the notion of participation stresses firstly the sensitive, carnal, empathic dimension of these relations. The notion means secondly not only the fact that rve take par-t in what is going on in the world, but the fact that we partake of this reality, which means that we belong to it, and oowe Merleau-Ponty appropriates Bergson's are pafi of it"22. To be part of something means to receive one's being from it. 2) In order to go furlher in the understanding of this notion of participation, it is worth to consider Gabriel Marcel, whose philosophy inspired deeply Merleau-Ponty; Paul Ricoeur wrote that Marcel was one of those who laid the foundations of what was later called phenomenology of perception in the sense that he thought of sensation as testifying "our participation to existence, as participation of myself as existent to the things as existent"23. The sixth lesson of The Mysterv oJ'Being (1951) is precisely entitled "Feeling as a Mode of Participation''24. But the importance of this notion is already clear since the beginning; as soon as the years before World War I. "l claimed that metaphysics is first of all a philosophy of participation"2s. In this sixth lesson, Marcel deepens the meaning of this notion by considering three examples, adding that using examples belongs to a concrete philosophy: an example is not an illustration of a thought already completely formed. The preexistent idea is more like a seed, which needs to be planted to see how it will grow26. Beyond the superficial idea of participation as sharing, for example a cake, i.e. a participation to an objective or objectifiable good or being, Marcel invites us to consider the possibility of a rr David Abrams, The Spett of the Senxrotls.62. The second chapter of Eye ctnd Mincl refers in this sense to Andrd Marchand: "so lltany painters have said that things look at them. As Andre Marchand says, after Klee: "In a fbrest, I have felt many times over that it was not I who looked at the forest. Some days I felt that the trees u,ere looking at me, were speaking to me.... I rvas there, listening.... I think that the painter must be penetrated by the universe and not want to penetrate it.... I expect to be inwardly submerged, buried. Perhaps I paint to break out" (Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Eye cnd Mind.pdf p.6). 12 Eloge de la philosophie (ln Praise of Philosophy), Paris, Gallimard, « Idöes ».pt.23. 23 Paul Ricoeur Gabriel Marcel. Entretiens. A ssociation Prdsence de Gabriel Marcel, I 998, p. 23 . tt The Mr-sterr- o.f- Being is based on the Gifford Lectures which he delivered at the University of Aberdeen in 1949 and 1950. )s Prösence et irumortalitö, p.22 (1967. Presence antl Immortality. Michael A. Machado, trans. pittsburgh: Duquesne University Press). 26 « L'exemple n'illustre pas seulement une idde qui serait ä l'avance pleinement constitude. Je comparerais volontiers I'idde prdexistante ä une graine ; il faut queje laplante dans la terre favorable que constitue l'exemple pour que je voie vraiment ce qu'elle est ;je n.r'en rendrai compte ä la faqon dont elle se dövelopper a >t (Mvstire cle l'0tre,p.133). 8 "un-objective" participation (130), i.e. a participation which is not describable with the help of a language referring to objects ("un langage d'objet" (133)). Marcel takes three examples of participation l) a participation to a ceremony.2) to do one's part in a work or to participate to a task, 3) the participation of a peasant to a land, when the soil becomes parl of his own being, or of a sailor to the see: "one can say that participation is even beyond what she sees, she is bond at his being, which means not only his activity but also his suffering. There is a radical opposition between the land experienced as a presence and u,hat a dilettante can say about it"27. This concept of participation converges with Arne Naess's conception of what he calls the "ecological selt'', i.e. the self--consciousness for example of the Sämis people of Norlhem E,urope, who consider that a river flowing in their land belongs to its identity. Naess expresses the feelings of the ecological Self as: ''lf this place is destroyed something in me is destroyed" (Naess 1986,231;28. It implies a wider conception of the self than usual, a self whose realization is hindered if the self-realization of others, with whom we identify, is hindered... We could consider that its only literature, and the same could be said about some passages of Bergson's works which inspired Merleau-Ponty. Writing about our relation to the world, Merleau-Ponty borrows him the expression "nous en sommes"o i.e.'ow-e are of that essence". Bergson writes indeed: "The matter and life which fill the world are equally within us; the forces which work in all things we feel within ourselves; whatever may be the inner essence of what is and what is done, we are of that essence"2e. rr « On peut dire qu'elle [a participation] est m€me au-delä de ce qu'elle voit. elle est lide ä son ötre, et il faut entendre par lä non pas seulement son action. mais jusqu'ä sa peine. L'opposition est ici aussi radicale qu'il est possible entre cette terre ainsi dprouvde conlme prösence et ce que peut ötre un paysan pour un dilettante qui l'appröcie. et qui extraie de son rdpertoire quelques adjectifs pour le caractdriser » (133). rs Arne Naess, "Self-realization: An Ecological Approach to Being in the World." Reprinted in Deep Ecology for the Tx,enty-First Century-, ed. George Sessions. 1995,225-239. Boston: Shambhala Publications. « Lardalisation de soi » (1987), in La röalisation tie soi. tra«l. Ed. Wildproject" 20 17, p.95. "The Alta struggle in the late 1970s is regarded as a turningpoint in terms o.f state policl'tov:ords the Sämi, v'hich changed dramatically in the second half o/'*e 1980s. The building oJ a htdroelectric potrer station on the Alta River bred r:onflict as Sdtti protests ancl resistctnce e-ffbrts led to ct tlramotically greater sense of self-ay:ereness antl feelings of iclentit.v among the Sämi ". re Bergson, The Crecrtit'e Mind,trans. Mabelle L. Andison,l946, Philosophical Library, New York, p.i46. La pensöe et le ntouyant, « L'intuition philosophique », Presses Universitaires de France. p. 137 (« La matiöre et 1a vie qui remplissent le monde sont aussi bien en nous ; les forces qui travaillent en toutes choses, nous les sentons en nous ; quelle que soit l'essence intirne de ce qui est et de ce qui se fait, nous en somrnes »). 9 This point of view enables an understanding of two passages of The Two Sources of Morality and Religion. The first passage which gives a definition of an "open sou1" seems quite uncommon in the works of Bergson: "The other attitude is that of the open soul. What. in that case. is allowed in? Suppose we say that it embraces all humanity: we should not be going too far, we should hardly 30 be going far enough, since its love may extend to animals, to plants, to all nature" - a love qualified as mystic by Bergson. The second passage, which could sound strange, at the end of the book claims that our body is co-extensive with the cosmos: "For if our body is the matter to which our consciousness applies itself it is coextensive with our conscious, it comprises all we perceive, it reaches to the stars. But this vast body is changing continually, sometimes radically, at the slightest shift of one part of itself which is as its centre and occupies a small fraction of space. This inner and central body, relatively invariable, is ever present. It is not merely present, it is operative; it is through this body and through it alone. that we can move parts of the larger body"3r. If we follow Bergson's asseftion, it nreans that our body is a parlicipating being from the beginning and that this body is a cosmic body. 3) it could be difficult to acknowledge Bergson's asseftion, because what we really experience in our lives is the separation and what is implied by this separation: the experience of solitude, the necessity to defend ourselves from what we encounter even in our daily life, for example pollution, professional competition. . . But this daily experience is also what we have learned to experience since our childhood, an experience which seems also confirmed by theories like those of Marx or Darwin, even if lve have understood nowadays that cooperation plays a fundamental role in human societies as in nature. a dimension which has been stressed since 30 Bergson, The Tu'o Sources of Moralin^ and Religion, trans. R. Ashley Audra and Cloudesley Brereton with the assistance of W. Horsfall Carter Macmillan and Co., Limited St. Martin's Street, London1935, p. 31 s. (Les deux sources de la ntorole et de la religion, PUF, 1973, p. 34). 3rBergson. Ttt'o Sources of'Religion ond Moralit,n, Notre Dame, University of Notre Dame Press, 1977,p.258 (Les deux sources p.274 : « N'löme par son corps, l'homnre est loin de n'occuper que la place minirne qu'on lui il octroie d'ordinaire, et dont se contentait Pascal lui-rn€me quand rdduisait le "roseau pensant'" ä n'Ötre. matöriellement. qu'un roseau. Car si notre corps est la matiöre ä laquelle notre conscience s'applique. il est coextensif ä notre conscience, il comprend tout ce que nous percevons. il va jusqu'aux dtoiles. Mais ce corps immense change ä tout instant. et parfois radicalement. pour le plus ldger döplacement d'une parlie de lui-mÖrne qui en occupe le centre et qui tient dans un espace minime. Ce corps intdrieur et central, relativement invariable, est tou.jours prdsent, il est agissant ; c'est par lui seulement que nous pouvol'ls I.nouvoir d'autres parties du grand corps. Et comme l'action est ce qui cornpte. comme il est entendu que nous somrres lä oü nous agissons. on a coutume d'enferrner la conscience dans le corps rninime. de nögliger le corps immense [. . .] »). 10 the beginning of 20'h century fbr example by the geographer and anarchist Peter Kropotkin in his f'amous Mutual Aid; A Factor of'Evolution (1902)12. I Each society or culture traces the outlines of what can or should be sensed and felt. in modem Occidental culture, the idea of our participation to the being for example of a tree or of a rock sounds very strange, because this culture claims that all beings exist as separate beings, and that there is an abyss between two kinds of beings: the human beings and the other beings deprived of soul or spirit. We could say that this belongs to the prejudices of this culture, to its be1iefs33. But this conditioning does not mean that we are not able to live our existence and our relation to other beings differently as soon as we dare to question this conditioning, a questioning which is quite difficult because it implies the possibility to think, feel and live differently from most of our contemporary Occidental fellows. Such a conditioning is the reason 1) why our sentient experience or our feelings are restrained and quite poor, and 2) why some readers of Merleau-Ponty are not able to understand what he calls the flesh of the world and not able to understand and to admit that feeling is parlicipating. These readers are also unable to understand Wang Yang-Ming, when he says in his cornrnent of The Great Learning lhat we are parent of the stones and rocks, that "our hurnanity forms one body with tiles and stones". I shall come back latter to such a suggestion, but if we can agree that it is perhaps possible to develop our sensitiveness, it is precisely what Bergson invites us twice to do in The Creative Mind when he writes: "Suppose that instead of trying to rise above our perception of things we were to plunge into it for the purpose of deepening and widening it"31, and when he writes that the possibility of enlarging our perception is shown for example by painters: "Art would suffice then to show us that an extension of the faculties of perceiving is possib1e"3s. This means more generally that our feeling, our sensitiveness, can be developed; for sure the parlicipation of a sailor to the see is not given, but has to grow slowly like the language acquisition or the growth of a vegetable. In a similar way, the participative being of humans is 3r http://du,ardmac.pitzer.edu/Anarchist Archives/kropotkin/rnutaidcontents.hhnl. 33 In other words, the Occidental culture conceives reality as atomistic and dualistic: atomistic in contrast for example r.vith rvhat Jacob von Uexküll stressed about the correlation betu,een anv organic subjectivit-v and its Umwelt, and dualistic at least since Descartes' assertion that there is an ontological difference betu,een trvo kinds of beings, the souls and matter; belongs also to this belief the possibility to think of humans as potential masters and owners ofnature. -ta Bergson, The Creatit,e Mind, 151 "to rise above" is the aim of those u,ho believe that reality is only known by understanding, i.e. scientific theories, for example Descartes or Bachelard (La pensöe et le ntouyant, p. i48). rs Bergson, The Creatit'e Mind.159, « une extension des facultds de percevoir est possible » (150). 1,1, not only a pre-linguistic, pre-objective archaic background of a more reflexive relation to the world, but also something that has to be realized, i.e. a task, something that thanks to cultivation is able to reach different and higher levels. In other words, this development belongs to self- cultivation. But what lreans self-cultivation and r,vhat does it mean about grafting a new cultural flesh? III 1) The cultivation of the self, i.e. of its sensitiveness, means two things. Firstly, the fact that if the self has to be cultivated, it is not given; it is not something like a timeless substance, which implies that our selves are in fact more or less cultivated and refined. Secondly, the fact that our parlicipative being is not compatible with the traditional anthropology or the traditional anthropocentric humanism which has been criticized for example by Claude Ldvi-Straus. It is only in the frame of another anthropology, a new one for the Occident, that self-cultivation has to be thought of: an anthropology which acknowledges the fact that we belong to nature, to the cosmos. In his book Zers trne cosmologie (Tov;ard a cosntology, 1936), Eugene Minkowski, who thinks also of our being-in-the-world as parlicipation36, calls this other anthropology an anthropocosmism. This expression is also used after World War II by the historian of religions Mircea Eliade in his History o.f Religious lcleas37. More recently and referring to Eliade Tu Weiming stresses the fact that such an anthropocosmism converges with traditional confucianism38. But we find the same idea without this expression in the works of Arne Naess when he writes: "The human self is then basicall.v an ecological self" that is. a kind of part of ecosystems" (Nress 2005b: 222), and in this sense if the Self has to be realized, it is not independently from the realization of the other selves and more generally independently of the realization of the potentialities of the universe3e. It means that what has to be cultivated is not an isolated self like the one of Descartes or Sartre, but a set of relations to the other beings and to the world, because the self is a set of relations, because nothing exists except relations. The consequence is that we 36 Minkowski : « la vie ä laquelle.je parlicipe sous toutes ses formes, ddborde largement la vie biologique qui n'en constitue qu'une parcelle. Les faits biologiques baignent, comme dans une mer, dans l'ensernble des phdnomönes vitaux » (Vers une cosmologie, p. 135). r7 M. Eliade, I'raitö d'histoire des religions (1949) (trans. I Historl of Religiott,s ldeas,1918). 38 Tu Weiming, Centrolity^ and Contmonalirv, State University of New York Press, 1989, p. IX et 106 sq. 3e Ncss, A. (2005b). The three great movements. ln H. Glasser & A. Drengson (Eds.), The selected t'orks of Arne A'ress (Vol. X, pp.219-225). Dordrecht: Springer. "La "röalisation de soi" doit ötre tenue pour une norme fondamentale. Le soi dont il est question ici n'est pas l'dgo, mais le soi agrandi qui se rdvöle lorsque nous nous identifions avec toutes les crdatures vivantes, et en derniöre instance avec I'univers entier. ou avec la nature [.. .l » (Une öcosophie pour la t,ie,p.94). L2 find in each culture different degrees of subtlety and deepness of the cultural f'lesh. An uncultivated, crude, rough self will be able to graft a rough new cultural flesh. I would say that the differences between the cultures and between the cultural fleshes decrees in proportion of the refinement of the selves, because this ref-rnement leads to an existence less attached to the cultural parlicularities which conditions the identity of these selves. In contrast with the pre-reflexive and pre-linguistic level of our archaic participation, we have the possibility to develop the consciousness of such a participation, i.e. to intensify this participation, a super-ref'lexive and super-linguistic participation, which will then belong to our feeling and perception. Beyond the reflexive, intellectual and linguistic relation to the world, we find what a long tradition since Plato calls contemplation. The paradoxical dimension of participation can be compared to the paradoxical dimension of contemplation as it is described by Marcel's Metaph.ysical Journal on 8 March 1929: "The detachment of the saint occurs so to say inside reality itself; it excludes cornpletely any curiosity about the world. This detachment is a participation. the highest one"40, and this participation makes us ,,contemporary of the universe" and in this sense eternalal. 2) In such a contemplation, participation means a dialog. It is what suggest many aftists, and I borrow two examples from Frangois Cheng's The Wa-v of Beaue; Fite Meditation.for Spiritual Transformation: the painter Shitao (171h century) author of the famous Sayings on painting .,Our -from Monk Bitter Gourd (Kugua Heshang) wrote about Mount Huang: one to one (töte- ä{ete) has not end". and the poet Li Bai of the Tang Dynasty who wrote about Mount Jingting: "we look at each other without getting tired" 42. Just before its reference to the Chinese painter and poet, Frangois Cheng's commentary claims about the human figure which can be seen in the Chinese landscapes: "If we dwell on him, it is difficult not to put ourselves in his shoes et we realize that he is the pivot of the painting, that it is through him that we see the landscape [...]. An inversion of perspective occurs: while the figure becomes the interior of the landscape, the landscape becomes the inner Iandscape of the human figure"43 a0 G. Marcel, Ene et avoir,p.25 (g4g. Being ttncl Hat,ing. Katherine Farrer, trans. Westrninster, London: Dacre Press). (« Le dötachement du saint se produit. si .j'ose dire. ä l'intdrieur möme du rdel ; il exclut cornplötement la curiositd ä I'dg_ard de I'univers. Ce ddtacl.rement est une participation, la plus haute qui soit »). ar G. Marcel, Ete et avoir,p.24. Marcel adds that real pirticipation is ..beyond the tiaditional opposition between activity and passiviry" ( 133) a2 Franqois Cheng, The Way of Beouty; Fit,e Meclitarion .for Spirintol Transfonnation (2009). Rochester. Inner Traditions (Cinq möditations sur la beautö,Albin Michel, « Le Livre de poche », 20 10, p. g0). a3 Cinq möditations sur la beautö. p. 80 (« si l'on s'attarde sur lui. on ne manque pas de se mettre ä sa place, et l'on se rend compte qu'il est le point pivot autour duquel le paysage s'organise et tourne, que c.est ä travers lui qu'onvoitlepaysage. [...].S'opörealorsunrenversententdeperspective.Tandisquel'hornmedevientl.intdrieur du paysage, celui-ci devient le paysage intdrieur de l'homme »). 13 - so that the tiontier between man and nature or cosmos fades. Another example of the possible enlargement of our sensitiveness and conscious parlicipation to our sensible world, of a possible dialog with this world, is the report of the American ecofeminist Karen Warren about the climbing up the Palisades at Lake Superior; at one moment, "I closed my eyes and began to feel the rock with my hands-the cracks and crannies, the raised lichen and mosses, the almost imperceptible nubs that might provide a resting place for my fingers and toes when I began to climb. At that moment, I was bathed in serenity. I began to talk to the rock in an almost inaudible, child-like way, as if the rock aa were my fiiend". If this experience may be related to Wang Yang-Ming's asseftion that our nature and the nature of tiles and stones are the sameas, a similar point of view can be found in the works of Pierre Hadot, who criticizes the narrowness of Foucault's conception of the self and of his expression of "techniques of the self." because it "is precisely focused far too much on the "self," or at least on a specific conception of the self'46. Hadot opposes to those "techniques" of the self the aa Karen J. Warren. 1998 [990], «The power and the promise of ecoiogical I'erninism >». Environmental Philosophr From Aninnl Rights to Radicul Ecology, M. Zimrnerman öd., New Jersey, Prentice Hall, p. 325-345.1 "On my second day of climbing, I rappelled down about 200 feet from the top of the Palisades at Lake Superior to just a few l'eet above the water level. I could see no one -not my belayer. not the other Clirnbers, no one. I unhooked slou'ly liom the rappel rope and took a deep cleansing breath. I looked all uround me-reallv looked-and listened. I heard a cacophon-v of voices-bircls, trickles of v,oter on the rock hefbre me, v'ales lnpping agoirtst tlte roc'ks belov'. I closed tw ere,\ and began to.feel the rock v,ith m), honds-the cracks cmd crannies, the roised lichen and mosses, the almost imperceptible rubs that night provide a resting ploce.for mv.fingers attd toes when I began to climb. At thot moment, I v'as bothed in serenity. I began to tulk to the rock in an almost inaudible, child-like t4'ay, asd'the rockw'ere nn'.frientl. IJelt cut ot'enthelming settse of grorinule.forwhcrt it oLfered me-a chuttce to lototr mlself tmcl the rock differentl),, to oppreciate mtforeseen mirucles like the tint .flou'ers groring in the even tinier crctcks in the rock's sutface, ancl to conle to lotov, a sense of being in relutionship v'ith the natttral environment. Itfelt ct,s i/'the rock ond I tere ,silent contersotionnl partner.s in o long-standingfriendship. I reolized then that I had come to c(ffe about this clilf u'hich 1r'.rs .ro di/färent Jrom nte, so tmmovoble ond invincible, independent ond seemingh indifferent to my presence. I v,untecl to be v,ith the rock as I climbed. Gone v'as the determinotion to conquer the rock, to.forcefulb impose nt.v till on il;l wauted sirnply to work respectfully with the rock as I climbed. And as I clinrbed, that is what I fe1t. I felt rnyself caring for this rock and feeling thankful that clirnbing provided the opporlunity fbr lne to klorv it and myself in this new way'' (lUp:-_t, 1-:r:thUüniL_rqU bi!L!1gi dr::r.rll__ti_4t!!!r.1tirr , consultd le 8 septembre 20 7) 1 1 a5 Wang Yangming, InEir.v^ on the Great Learning, in Wing-Tsit Chan, trans. in A Source Book in Chinese Philosoph1,". Princeton. ("When we see a child about to fall in the well. we cannot help a feeling of alarm and commiseration. This shows that our humanity (rdn) forms one body rvith the child [...] When we observe the pitiful cries and tiightened appearances of birds and animals about to be slaughtered, u,e cannot help t-eeling an 'inability to bear' their suffering. This shorvs that our humanity forms one body with birds and animals [...] When we see plants broken and destroyed, we cannot help a feeling of pity. This shows that our humanity fbrms one body with plants. It rnay be said that plants are living things as we are. Yet even when we see tiles and stones shattered and crushed, we cannot help a feeling of regret. This shows that our humanity fbrms one body rvith tiles and stones"). Princeton University'Press. 1963, p. 659-660; quoted by Tu Weiming in "The Ecological Turn in New Confucian Humanism: Implications for China and the World", 216-217. a6 Pierre Hadot, Philosoph.v as a Wqv of Life, Spiritual Exercises .from socrates to Foucattlt, trans. M. Chase, Blackwell, Oxfbrd & Cambridge, 1995, p.206 (Exercices spiritttels et philosophie antique,1981). 1,4 Stoic cultivation of the self: "the goal of Stoic exercises is to go beyond the self, and think and act in unison with universal reason47. For Hadot a spiritual exercise is an ) ''exercise intended to make Lls transcend our biased and partiai point of view, to bring us to see things and our personal existence in a cosmic and universal perspective, to resituate us within the immense event of the universe, but also, one might say, in the unf-athornable mystery of existence. This is what I call cosmic consciousness"4S. 3) However the common idea of self-cultivation does not take into account our embodiment. i.e. is only understood on an intellectual level; it is at least the impression given by the classical invitation to take care of one's soul (for example also by Patocka's philosophy (Lau. 93 s.)) and by the Stoic conception of cultivation, but also by the major parl of what Pierre Hadot writes about this question, and I am not sure that it is not also the case of Lao Sze-Kwang's "orientatir,.e philosophy''. I arn tempted to emphasize this point precisely because of the importance of traditional Chinese practices like qi gong, tai chi chuan, martial arts or calligraphy: implying the body, they are able to play a fundamental role in the overcoming of the excarnation which characterizes the Occidental thought, i.e. also everyone who has been Occidentalized, and in the self-cultivation, i.e. in "self-transformation" (Lau. 129). Conclusion To sum up, if the "cultivation of cultural flesh is the condition of possibility of intercultural understanding" (Lau, 190), it implies to overcome the excamation of the Occidental and Occidentalized being-in-the-world, i.e. the privilege given to an intellectual relation to the world, to the others and to our own body. In other words, it means a rebirth of a sensitive participative relation to the others and to the world with the consciousness that it is at the same time a relation to ourselves. Such a rebirth is parlicularly supporled or boosted by practices like the traditional Chinese (or Japanese) arls like tai chi chuan or martial arts precisely because they increase the possibility to enlarge the embodied consciousness of our partake of the cosmos; at this level, parlicipation is no more pre-reflexive but conscious, and also the result of self- cultivation. a7 Pierre Hadot, Philosophy as a Way o;f Lifb, Spiritttal Exercisesfrom Socrates to Foucault,p.2O'l a8 Hadot, The Present Alone Is Our Happines^s, p. 156 s. 15 
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